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Unjustified and illogical campaigns

Palm oil's success in the global oils and fats market has come to
generate its own set of problems. Among the developed countries,
Australia, the US and the EU have imposed protectionist measures to
protect their oilseeds against competition from imported palm oil.
These countries also host active environmental NGOs (ENGOs) which
have been carrying out anti-palm oil campaigns. Some receive up to
70% of their operating budgets from their governments. 

As major producers of oils and fats themselves, these three countries
aspire to divert a significant amount of their vegetable oil output to
biodiesel production. Their protectionist measures prevent palm oil
from participating in the highly subsidised biodiesel market. Local
farmers have forced policy makers to generate policies in support of
local oilseeds to enable them to receive a biodiesel subsidy or fuel tax
exemption, which are not available for imported palm oil.

The protectionist policies of these countries have created unintended
side-effects for trade. Firstly, these countries could be violating World
Trade Organisation provisions by discriminating against imported palm
oil, which is considered a 'like' product for the biodiesel industry.
Secondly, employing the ENGOs as pressure groups to oppose the
import of palm oil has resulted in misinformation being propagated
about rainforests and biodiversity, without factual justification.

The use of land for oil palm cultivation in Malaysia is only a small
percentage of the total land area – much smaller than the percentage
of land used for agriculture in the US, EU or Australia. Oil palm occupies
only 15% of Malaysia’s land area, of which 24% is under agriculture. The
UK, Greece, the US and Australia devote more land to agriculture use,
at 72%, 63.6%, 44% and 53.2% respectively. Given this situation, it is
illogical for Greek and French politicians, in their debates in the EU
Parliament, to keep harping on deforestation.

The ENGOs have used many forms of campaigning, including employing
Green party politicians to propose anti-palm oil legislation, as was done
in Australia and France. In the US and the EU, policies on biofuel are
subjected to ENGO pressure to prevent the use of palm oil. The criteria
for acceptance of local oils and fats are formulated through cleverly
devised methodology to disqualify palm oil from being used for
domestic biodiesel production. Even those with dubious credibility are
roped in to lend 'scientific merit' to anti-palm oil campaigns.

The protectionist policy directed at palm oil brings about strange
outcomes that are a puzzle to those of rational minds. The most
capable biofuel source that can remove 10 times more greenhouse
gases is deliberately avoided. The least efficient oil source and most land
intensive crop such as soybean is promoted, resulting in the exploitation
of at least 10 times more land area for cultivation In short, palm oil
which can drive a  WW Polo car for 300,000 km from one hectare per
year of oil palm plantations is not used as a biodiesel source in
developed countries because local oils are favoured – even when one
hectare of soybean supplies biodiesel per year that can drive a similar
car for only 8,000 km.

When big buyers such as Unilever and Nestlé insist on buying only fully
segregated palm oil certified by the Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO), palm oil millers are forced to reject fruit bunches from
smallholders because the latter are not RSPO-certified. But these
smallholders have farmed their land for decades, and have not been
involved in any recent deforestation.

They are as sustainable as the RSPO-certified plantations, but just find
the certification process too expensive. While ENGOs and big buyers
sit in their offices, dreaming of sourcing segregated sustainably produced
palm oil, they are victimising small farmers who are losing their
livelihood. Soybean small farmers are not subjected to any such
pressure even when they have been involved in recent deforestation
and their crop is not sustainably produced. The double standards are
akin to apartheid treatment of small oil palm farmers. 

By pressuring big buyers to only buy certified sustainable segregated palm
oil, ENGOs may have the illusion that they are saving the orang utan, even
when the species is well protected under Malaysian laws. Harming small
farmers should not be the intention or the unintended outcome of anti-
palm oil campaigns. The ENGOs campaigning for ‘No killing of orang utan’
should campaign for ‘No killing of small oil palm farmers’ who produce
40% of Malaysian palm oil. These farmers should be compensated by the
ENGOs and segregated oil buyers for loss of livelihood, and given legal
assistance to seek redress for their predicament.

Similar distortions are generated by other pressure groups opposed to
greater consumption of palm oil. By bringing in the fear factor that
saturated fats consumption will lead to heart disease, they hope to
finger palm oil as a source of saturated fat and discourage its
consumption, as proposed in France’s ‘Nutella tax’ debate and
Australia’s labelling proposal. 

Little consideration is given to the fact that saturated fats are so
universally present in the animal kingdom that it is illogical to think of
excluding them from the diet. The human body fats are mostly made up
of palmitic acid, a fatty acid naturally present in palm oil. The main
source of saturated fats in the western diet comes from meat, cheese,
milk and butter – not palm oil.

The irony is that the countries with active anti-palm oil NGOs are not
even self-sufficient in their supply of oils and fats. The EU’s palm oil
imports increased by about 10% in 2012 and the US imports over 1
million tonnes annually. Palm oil is needed to help these countries
reduce their consumption of unhealthy trans fats, while its use in
biodiesel and food products provides at least 30% saving because of its
relatively lower price. 

Palm oil benefits not only producers as a source of revenue but also
end-users keen on improving consumer health, reducing land
exploitation and fighting inflation. Nothing could be more logical than its
continued use around the world.

Dr Yusof Basiron
www.ceopalmoil.com
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The French are notorious for being bon vivants. That

is, they are known for their cultivated and refined

tastes especially with respect to food and drink. It

should therefore come as no surprise that France is a leading

market for Nutella, a world-renowned hazelnut spread

produced by Ferrero.

This texture and taste of Nutella is due in substantial part to

the contributions of oil palm growers in Southeast Asia: about

20% of Nutella comprises palm oil, the food qualities of which

are acknowledged by Ferrero as crucial to the product. In

2008 the French consumed over 100 million pots of this

spread, found in supermarkets and small shops across the

country.

Raising the price of a product loved by millions of citizens is

an unusual step for France to take. Yet, inspired by President

Francois Hollande’s affinity for taxes and in the face of

dwindling state budgets, this is precisely what Socialist Senator

Yves Daudigny proposed on Nov 7, 2012.
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As part of the Social Security Finance Bill 2012, Daudingy

tabled an amendment to increase taxes on palm oil by 300%

because, he argued, “it is rich in saturated fats”. Without

producing scientific evidence, he said “for public health

reasons, it is desirable to create an additional tax”. He said the

tax would send a clear price signal to food manufacturers,

encouraging them to substitute palm oil with alternatives that

are “more respectful of human health”.

The amendment, dubbed the ‘Nutella Tax’ by the French

media, saw rapid rise in the Senate. But this was matched by

an equally swift demise in the National Assembly – the

principal legislative body – as Ferrero, the Malaysian

Palm Oil Council (MPOC) and a coalition of small

oil palm growers from the Ivory Coast,

mounted a robust campaign in defence of

palm oil.

MPOC was the first to rebut the proposed

tax, with CEO Dr Yusof Basiron voicing deep

concern over its impact on the livelihood of

240,000 Malaysian small farmers. His statement was

reported in all major French newspapers, setting a marker

for the response from palm oil producers.

The statement highlighted that palm oil is a healthy natural

product and that claims about its saturated fat

content have to be assessed in

context of total fats

consumption by

the French

population. Accounting for an average consumption per capita

of only 2kg/year in France, palm oil has trailed far behind more

important sources of saturated fat intake, notably meat

(average consumption 101kg/year) cheese (24kg/year) and

butter (7.3kg/year).

Noting that Daudigny’s allegations are not based on scientific

evidence, Dr Basiron took the opportunity to renew

Malaysia’s invitation to hold a “science-based discussion on

palm oil”. The joint government-sponsored Task Force on Palm

Oil that was agreed to with the French government could

provide a useful forum for such an exchange.

This body can be a hub for the effort to dispel the myths on

palm oil and to expose unsubstantiated statements made by

Daudigny and his colleagues. They include Green Senator

Jean-Vincent Placé who in a written question to Marisol

Touraine, the French Minister of Health, had claimed that

“palm oil contains trans fats”.

The French media including Le Monde, Le Figaro and Le

Parisien, widely reported on

Malaysia’s anger with

the proposed tax

and what
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the MPOC saw as a gratuitous attack on palm oil. The debate

spilled over beyond French borders, with British newspaper

The Guardian commenting that the Nutella Tax risked causing

‘a big fat international row’. The International Herald Tribune

cited MPOC’s statement affirming the fact that ‘every

nutritional and food expert concludes that palm oil is in fact

free of dangerous trans fats, free of GMOs and contains

valuable vitamins’.

African producers from the Ivory Coast (AIPH) and

AfricaForPalmOil, a project championing the oil palm’s role in

poverty alleviation and development, also voiced strong

opposition to the Nutella Tax. AIPH denounced a blatant

‘misinformation campaign at the expense of palm oil’ which

‘threatened the livelihood of 2 million people in the Ivory

Coast’. 

AfricaForPalmOil condemned the ‘deplorable attack on

African oil palm farmers’, labelling Daudigny’s proposal a

‘colonial tax’ that would keep African farmers in poverty –

both of these actors received broad coverage in the French

media.

Wake-up call to retailers 

Determined not to alter the taste of its flagship product,

Ferrero followed MPOC’s lead and showed strong

commitment in defending palm oil. In the aftermath of the

Senate’s adoption of the Nutella Tax, Ferrero embarked on a

highly visible communications campaign in leading French daily

papers, including Le Figaro, where it stood by its decision to

continue using palm oil.

Ferrero explained that palm oil is free of trans fats, has

contributed unique qualities to its hazelnut spread and does

not pose any danger to human health. The company felt

confident enough to publicly defend palm oil – an industry

fir st – also thanks to MPOC’s integrated strategy of

public communication, advertising and government-level

engagement that provided important visibility and support for

palm oil.

Daudigny’s remarks contradicted the findings of eminent

French scientists and nutrition experts, including Professor

Bernard Guy Grand, Dr Jean Graille and Dr Michel Lecerf of

the Pasteur Institute. These experts argued that palm oil is a

safe and nutritious ingredient that is indispensable for many

food-manufacturing processes. 

In addition, a study by the French Foundation for Health and

Nutrition, overseen by Grand, has indicated that the

alternative to using less palm oil could actually cause worse

health problems for French consumers, as more trans fats

would be consumed.

In the face of the scientific facts, mounting criticism and

widespread condemnation, the National Assembly definitively

rejected the proposed Nutella Tax on Dec 3, 2012. This was

hailed as an ‘historic victory’ by African farmers who had been

among the most vocal critics of the tax.

Although consumers in France stood to lose out from the

Nutella Tax from both a financial (higher cost for products)

and a health standpoint (risk of increased consumption of

trans fats), French retailers including Systeme U and Casino

had seized the opportunity to attack palm oil in order to

promote their alternative ‘palm-oil free’ chocolate and

hazelnut spreads and to gain market share. Casino launched a

hazelnut spread that contains sunflower and coconut oil, while

Systeme U launched a chocolate spread using rapeseed oil.

In the case of Systeme U, the Nutella Tax also marked the

height of the corporation’s protracted attack on palm oil in
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France. This defamatory campaign pushed the AIPH to file a

lawsuit against Systeme U for denigrating palm oil as a

product. In its verdict, the Commercial Tribunal in Paris

ordered Systeme U to pay damages to AIPH and to end the

anti-palm oil campaign that had provided incomplete

information and had been

prejudiced against palm oil as a

product.

This victory, which immediately

followed the defeat of the

Nutella Tax, was a strong wake-

up call to other retailers that

have been waging attacks on

palm oil in France.  It remains to

be seen whether Casino will

follow the lead of Systeme U, or

consider facing similar legal and

public pressure.

The road ahead

While the 300% tax increase on

palm oil was not introduced as

par t of the Social Security

Finance Bill in 2012, Green MPs led by Sergio Coronado at

the National Assembly have signalled their intention to

introduce such a tax as part of an eventual Public Health Bill

in 2013 – this warrants the palm oil industry’s close

attention.

In fact, new efforts to discredit palm oil have already taken

root in France. This includes a voeu (wish) adopted by the

Paris City Council in December 2012 that seeks a ban on the

use of palm oil in all public canteens across the city. The voeu

was tabled by Jacques Boutault – the Green Mayor of Paris’

2nd arrondissement – who has singled out palm oil because “it

increases the risk of cardiovascular disease and causes

deforestation in Southeast Asia”.

Boutault’s wish called on the Mayor of Paris to “commit to

avoid using products that contain palm oil in school canteens,

nurseries, social establishments

and administrative restaurants,

as well as from supply contracts

for foodstuff that the city and

the department of Paris will

enter into”.

The fact that the voeu carries no

legislative weight, and does not

mandate all of Paris’ mayors to

implement it, does not detract

from the troubling reality that it

was adopted by the Paris

Council following the positive

opinion of Jean Marie Le Guen,

the Deputy Mayor of Paris

responsible for health. It is of

concern that, even after the

Tribunal de Commerce ruling,

similar mistaken claims about palm oil are being made.

As the Malaysian palm oil industry prepares itself for what lies

ahead, it can draw some comfort from its successes in 2012.

The demise of the Nutella Tax is testament to what can be

achieved through a robust education and communication

campaign that defends palm oil. In restoring the public image

of the product in France, the industry can be sure that science

and facts are on their side.

MPOC
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Interview

Mr Kurt G Berger is a food technology expert based in the

United Kingdom. He first studied palm oil and its use in food

applications in the 1950s, while working in the London research

laboratory of a large food manufacturer. 

He has spent 50 years researching the quality, function and

practical application of the best food ingredients with the aim of

continuously improving food products. In doing so, he has

positioned himself as a leading expert in the role and function

of palm oil in the food market.

Over the course of his research, Mr Berger found people to be

unduly suspicious of palm oil, an ingredient they were unfamiliar

with. However, once the functional and economic advantages of

this natural product were explained, they become significantly

more confident about the role and benefits of palm oil in their

daily diet.

Here, he discusses the properties of palm oil, the hazards of

using partially hydrogenated vegetable oils, the popularity of

palm oil in food applications and its role in enhancing the

nutritional quality of cooked food, as well as the superior

efficiency of the oil palm.

What properties of palm oil make it so different from

other vegetable oils?

Mr Berger: Palm oil is semi-solid at ambient temperature,

melting at about 35ºC, when all the other major vegetable oils

are liquid. This is due to its content of about 50% saturated

acids, mainly palmitic and stearic.

Why is palm oil so widely used in food applications in

Europe?

Historically, the fats available for food preparation in Europe until

the end of the 19th century were primarily animal fat products

from the farmyard, i.e. butter, beef fat and lard. Traditional

methods evolved to use these semi-solid fats to prepare cakes,

pastry and biscuits. Liquid oils do not function well in these

products.

With growth in population, fat supplies became inadequate,

leading, for instance, to the invention of margarine to replace

10 GLOBAL OILS & FATS BUSINESS MAGAZINE • VOL.10 ISSUE 1, 2013
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butter. Margarine was originally formulated from beef fat. At the

beginning of the 20th century, vegetable oils could be imported

and technology was developed to ‘clean them up’ in the refinery;

‘hydrogenation’ was to replace semi-solid animal fat sources.

What is hydrogenation?

To function in traditional confectionery products, a

solid content is required of fats.

Hydrogenation enables some or all of

the unsaturated fatty acids in

vegetable oils to be converted to

saturated fatty acids. Par tial

hydrogenation limits this

conversion to a chosen amount

of solids, regulating the

consistency of the processed

oils/fats. However, the chemical

process also produces unnatural

trans-fatty acids (trans fats). 

Trans fats adversely affect blood lipids,

increasing the risk of cardiovascular disease,

including increased LDL cholesterol (bad cholesterol) and

contributing to the hardening of arteries (artherosclerosis).

Authorities strongly discourage the use of trans fats, even

going to the extent of banning their presence in vegetable

oils.

Are there alternatives to hydrogenation?

Instead of partially hydrogenating vegetable oils, the required

solid fat content can be easily supplied by blending liquid oils

with palm oil, or its high melting point components. In many

cases this may also be more economical. These blends are

entirely free of trans fats.

Today palm oil is coming under attack in France. Has

this happened before?

During the 1980s, a virulent anti-palm oil campaign developed

in the US, promoted in part by soybean and other interests.

Whole page adver ts appeared: ‘Palm oil is what kills

Americans’, when in fact it formed only about 1% of their fat

consumption. Supermarkets had ‘We use no palm oil’ notices

in the window. The use of palm oil in foods plummeted as a

result.

What happened to palm oil consumption in the US

after the late 1980s?

Despite the consumer and industry backlash against palm oil

in the 1980s, regulators dealt a severe blow to the

campaigns in 1994. The US Food and Drug Administration

ruled against the use of ‘no palm oil’ labels. The regulator

concluded that while the label did not explicitly

criticise palm oil consumption, the

implication was sufficient to mislead

consumers.

While anti-palm oil interests

enjoyed tremendous success into

the 1990s, recognition of the

adverse impact that par tially

hydrogenated vegetable oils were

having on the health of consumers

resulted in a renewed appreciation

for natural imported vegetable oils.

Most recently, palm oil consumption

levels have grown to over 1 million tonnes in

the US alone.

Palm oil is a key ingredient for shortening. Why

shortening, and why is it so important for baking?

Key ingredients of flour confectionery are wheat flour, fat and

sugar. Many other components give specific character.

Shortenings are usually blends of liquid oil with a ‘hard stock’, be

it hydrogenated oil or palm oil or palm stearin.

To make bread, an aerated structure is formed, in which the air

bubbles are contained by a thin film of gluten (a component of

the protein we find in wheat flour). The gluten is toughened

through the baking process. 

In pastry and biscuits we do not want to produce tough gluten

strands, we want to finish with a crumbly, soft, melt-in-the-mouth

character – a ‘short’ pastry. To obtain this we use a fat which

spreads efficiently over the flour during mixing. Different

textures are obtained by varying the amount of fat

(‘shortening’) and water in the mixing process. To perform, the

shortening must be soft for mixing. A liquid oil would tend to

stay in drops, failing to protect the gluten effectively like palm oil

does.
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Palm oil is also commonly used for frying. Why is this?

Frying is a traditional culinary practice worldwide. It contributes

to interesting flavours and can enhance the nutritional quality of

food.

Palm oil and palm olein (the more liquid fraction) are

particularly good for frying where re-use of the oil is involved.

They have moderate amounts of sensitive polyunsaturated fatty

acids which can otherwise become unstable through prolonged

exposure to high heat, while palm oil also contains large

amounts of natural antioxidants. As a result they can withstand

frying conditions very well and do not break down into toxic

compounds. Palm oil and its by-products are also used

worldwide in the manufacture of instant noodles, doughnuts

and frozen fried foods, among others, and for snacks like potato

crisps.

Why do food manufacturers prefer to use palm oil?

Snack foods must have a long shelf life after packaging. In major

research sponsored by the European Union, a high oleic acid

containing sunflower oil was tested for snack food manufacture.

Palm olein was used as the reference standard. Both oils

performed well. However, the palm olein product had a longer

shelf life, and was also significantly less expensive.

Why is palm oil more cost effective?

(a) It is more economical to produce. Palm oil is produced by

simple steaming and pressing, with relatively limited use of

expensive solvents for extraction as for other oils. It is also

available as a refined oil, requiring at most a mild additional

processing before use. It avoids the cost of full refining required

for other oils.

(b) It has a higher yield per hectare than other vegetable oils

(Table 1) and is a perennial crop that is harvested year-round.

This high productivity of the oil palm makes the oil profitable

at a price below that of the other oils (which are also

subsidised by governments in various ways).

What about the environmental concerns linked to the

cultivation of oil palm?

Palm oil is now available with independent certification

demonstrating that it has been produced in a sustainable

manner without damage to the environment. This addresses the

concerns that some consumers have regarding forest

conversion and greenhouse gas emissions.

What is the role of palm oil in global food

security?

There is a great deal of talk about food security –

for good reason. We know the world population is

growing, with experts predicting at least another 2

billion people by 2050. As the vast populations of

China, the Indian subcontinent, Africa and South

America become more prosperous, demand for

fats will continue to rise.

Research undertaken by

international organisations

like the World Bank

and the UN FAO

has concluded that

vegetable oil demand

will rise by more than

100 million tonnes.

How to satisfy this demand

in a world with finite agricultural

land already under pressure? Clearly the most efficient oil crops

in land-use terms are vital to meeting this demand, as will relying

on the most efficient crops available in other food sectors.

MPOC

For more information on palm oil, please email: info@theoilpalm.org

The Q&A is also available online at www.theoilpalm.org
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Comment

In 2012, the economic problems of the European Union (EU)

were highlighted by the global media, as questions were raised

about the viability of the Eurozone. Leaders responded with a

series of pledges to improve competitiveness and growth, to lift

Europe’s struggling economies out of the danger zone.

As 2013 begins, however, a dangerous new tide of regulations,

red tape and protectionism is threatening this recovery. In turn,

these actions will jeopardise access to the European market

place for vegetable oils and other key commodities.

European governments are now legislating on food standards,

but based on unfounded health or safety fears. It all started in

France, as senators from the Socialist and Green parties

attempted to force through a 300% tax increase on palm oil,

despite overwhelming scientific rejection of the proposal.

French politicians claimed that palm oil is a threat to the national

diet, but scientists and experts across the country criticised the

proposed tax as political posturing. Experts from the Centre for

Agricultural Research for Development, the renowned Pasteur

Institute, and the French Foundation for Health and Nutrition

(FFAS) have all contributed to the chorus of disapproval.

The FFAS has pointedly remarked that the desire to remove

palm oil from the French diet could actually have severe negative

effects, as palm oil is often replaced with oils containing trans fats

which pose a long-established serious health risk.

This new concern is not confined to France. In Belgium, the

Constitutional Health Council is investigating concerns about

palmitic acid, and is planning to publish a report outlining

fabricated dangers to the Belgian diet. And in Switzerland,

politicians have called for a ban on using palm oil in certain

districts. Both of these cases show disregard for the facts

communicated by French scientists concerning the nutritional

profile and benefits of palm oil.

The European Commission (EC) will, later this year, release a

Communication on Sustainable Food. This will be the first step
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towards an EU policy outlining full environmental and

sustainability standards for food consumed in the region. Some

50 years after the establishment of the Common Agriculture

Policy to ensure European food security, policy makers are

considering measures to restrict food supply with serious

repercussions for international agriculture trade.

The EC is looking at reducing the greenhouse gas emissions of

food consumption, reducing the land use of food imports,

incentivising the improvement of resource efficiency and food

security, and reducing agricultural use of water.

And in a fishing expedition to further undermine imports of

vegetable oils – with particular emphasis on palm and soybean

oils – attention is turning to the presence of 3-

Monochlorpropandiol (3-MCPD) in refined vegetable oils. It is

still not known what, if any, impact 3-MCPD might have on

humans, but this has not discouraged European policy makers

from calling for standards to restrict imports.

These calls are taking place even as officials in the vegetable oil

industry, including the Malaysian Palm Oil Board, are cooperating

to better understand the impact of 3-MCPD and strategies to

reduce its presence in palm oil.

The reality is that these ‘standards’ are simply trade barriers

which will harm industries, both in Europe and in key trading

regions such as Southeast Asia. An open, successful trading

system relies on countries removing and reducing restrictions

and encouraging prosperity.

Over 2012, countries including the US, Indonesia and Canada

had issued threats to file a case against the EU at the World

Trade Organisation (WTO) relating to the EU’s discrimination

against biofuel imports. The proposed sustainable food standards

are borne from the same protectionist and discriminatory

mindset. It is likely that, if the EU chooses to pass such rules,

other countries will look to the WTO for remedy on these

issues as well.

Wrong strategy

The EU’s current policy making is actually counter-productive in

terms of environmental outcomes. Palm oil is the world’s highest

yielding, most efficient and least destructive vegetable oil source.

To produce the same amount of oil, one would need at least

400% more land for any other oilseed. So, palm oil is surely the

ultimate resource-efficient, low-impact, high-yield product

Europe’s leaders should plan to incentivise.

Vegetable oils are one of the key commodities whose global

movements and trading illustrate the interconnected and

interdependent economic system today. It is a system whereby

small farmers in Sarawak, Malaysia, can benefit from increased

wages, improved living standards, and hope of a brighter, more

prosperous future. And, due to the same transaction, children

across France can enjoy a delicious chocolate spread on their

morning breakfast bread and low-cost, healthy foods that boast

a long shelf-life.

The challenge for palm oil producers, faced with an onslaught

from European rivals, is to set out their case clearly in the

months ahead. Palm oil has considerable advantages over

competitive sources. The industry can only benefit from

communicating the importance and versatility of its primary

product that consumers rely on every day. The oil palm can

only be good for the environment, as land is saved and more

precious food ingredients are produced to help feed the

world.

Palm oil is also cost-efficient, meaning that people are more

able to afford the product. In the midst of a global economic

downturn, food and consumer goods prices can stay lower.

Finally, palm oil has been demonstrated to be safe and has an

important nutritional role to play. In the developing world,

red palm oil is used as a cooking oil and ingredient – it has

vital vitamin content and a high presence of tocotrienols,

which have been found to contribute to the prevention of

cancer.

2013 will likely be an interesting year for vegetable oil importers

into Europe, who will face multiple challenges and, probably,

multiple opponents keen to keep the market for themselves. The

greater challenge though, is faced by European politicians: will

they embrace scientific evidence and open trade, or will they

sink deeper into the mire of law, by rumour and the false

comfort of protectionism?

MPOC
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Markets

Oil palm cultivation in Malaysia expanded

marginally over the course of 2012 to

occupy 5.08 million ha, or up by 1.53%

against 2011(Table 1). CPO production

dropped by 126,381 tonnes (0.66%) to

18.79 million tonnes. The main reasons

were lower yield of fresh fruit bunches

due to tree stress – resulting from high

production the previous year – and

because of erratic weather.
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CPO production stood at 7.81 million

tonnes in the first half of the year, and

rose to 10.98 million tonnes in the

second half as the weather improved and

tree stress eased. CPKO output went up

to 2.16 million tonnes or by 0.9% year on

year. PO closing stocks were recorded at

2.63 million tonnes at the end of

December due to low demand, while

PKO closing stocks stood at 374,102

tonnes.

PO exports fell from 17.99 million

tonnes to 17.56 million tonnes. This

brought trade in palm oil down by

430,407 tonnes but overall exports,

including derived products, stood at

24.56 million tonnes – higher by

290,166 tonnes or 1.19% (Table 2). 

Oleochemical expor ts improved by

19.23% to 2.6 million tonnes, from

2.18 million tonnes in 2011. Expor ts of

finished products and biodiesel

declined to 360,795 tonnes and

28,983 tonnes respectively, as a

consequence of Indonesia’s revised

expor t tax structure for downstream

products. 

Five countries absorbed 11.03 million

tonnes or 62.81% of the 17.56 million

tonnes of Malaysian palm oil exported.

China was the largest importer with 3.51

million tonnes (Table 3) or 20% of total

exports, albeit a drop against 2011. India
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stepped up its intake (2.63 million

tonnes), as did the EU (2.22 million

tonnes).

India consolidated its oils and fats stocks,

anticipating lower production and higher

import tariffs in 2013. Its imports of

Malaysian palm oil increased by 963,497

tonnes or 57.77%, to a substantial 2.63

million tonnes from 1.67 million tonnes in

2011. Larger quantities of rapeseed,

sunflower and soybean oils were also

purchased. 

Importers in Pakistan reduced intake of

Malaysian palm oil, to take advantage of

Indonesia’s price discount arising from

the revised export tax structure. Civil

unrest in Egypt affected Malaysian palm

oil impor ts, which dropped from

710,421 tonnes in 2011 to 431,323

tonnes in 2012. US imports went down

by 25,555 tonnes to 1.03 million tonnes,

compared to 1.05 million tonnes a year

earlier.

There were fur ther chal lenges for

palm oil in terms of prices. The annual

average local del ivered CPO pr ice

fe l l  to  RM2,764/ tonne compared

to RM3,219/tonne in 2011 – by

RM455/tonne or 14.13% (Table 5). The

average export price of RBD palm oil,

RBD palm olein, and RBD palm stearin

respectively fell to US$957 (-14.32%),
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US$960.50 (-16.3%) and US$900

(11.68%) per tonne. There was no

change in the price of palm fatty acid

distillates (PFAD) which stood at

US$813.50/tonne.

Malaysia’s export earnings from palm oil

and derived products were reduced by

11.21% to RM71.39 billion (Table 6) due

to lower prices. Revenue went down by

12.43% from palm oil sales and by

32.85% from palm kernel oil exports, but

went up by 5.61% for trade in

oleochemicals. 

World production

World production of oils and fats

registered 185 million tonnes in 2012

(Figure 2). Palm oil and palm kernel oil

made up 58.75 million tonnes (32%),

soybean oil contributed 41.75 million

tonnes (22%) and rapeseed oil provided

24.21 million tonnes (13%).

A total of 72.34 million tonnes of oils and

fats were traded in the global market

over the year, with palm and palm kernel

oils representing 60% of the volume

(Figure 3).

Malaysian palm oil exports of 17.56

million tonnes represented 43% of the

global palm oil trade (Figure 4).
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Shipping

There was not much improvement in freight markets

last year or at least, not much improvement in returns

to the owners. Whatever improvements there were

in freight levels were counteracted by increases in the bunker

price and the other operating costs. More operators have

disappeared from the scene through bankruptcies, and others

have sold or re-delivered ships. Yet more are under the control

of banks or finance houses and face a very uncertain future. 

The problem for the operators is that there are still too many

ships chasing too few cargoes. The fleet is very young. The

average age of every ship with IMO class is less than 10 years –

or 9.88 years to be precise. 

Fleet development

The steady increase in the size of the fleet has continued across

every size of ship (Table 1). Much of this is the result of the

changes in IMO regulations for the carriage of oils and fats, as well

as several chemicals. Originally oils and fats were defined as IMO

2 but following concerns that there would not be enough capacity,

a dispensation came into force on Jan 1, 2007 for all oils and fats

to be carried in IMO 3 ships that meet certain criteria. This

resulted in many ships being upgraded, either by having double

hulls installed or equipment installed to enable them to comply.

Ships on order were easy to upgrade from non-IMO class to

IMO 3. Many were upgraded to IMO 2 but with the
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dispensation for oils and fats to be carried in IMO 3 ships, the

cheaper option was used by most product tanker operators

with the larger sizes of ship. Hence, while the fleet increase from

2006 to the end of 2012 was 50% in terms of number of ships,

the increase in deadweight was 65%.

Ship type and trade

To estimate the supply of ships for the carriage of chemicals, oils

and fats, the normal trading patterns of the world’s fleet of IMO

class chemical tankers can be analysed and a split made between

those normally trading in petroleum products and those trading

in chemicals, oils and fats. 

The status of the fleet at the end of 2012 is shown in Table 2.

Here the fleet is broken down into four categories. Each is

designated a single letter denoting normal trade in chemicals, oils

or fats; or a double letter denoting normal trade in petroleum

products. 

A. Fully IMO 2: Many of these ships are truly multi-purpose;

almost all of those belonging to traditional ‘parcel tanker’

operators, such as Stolt and Odfjell, are of this type.

B. Single Hull/Double Bottom IMO 3 wing tanks and IMO 2

centre tanks: These are being rapidly phased out; mostly

smaller sizes remain and many are used domestically, especially

in Indonesia and China.

C. Double Hull IMO 3: These are primarily product tankers with

IMO certificates. Several are dedicated to single products

such as methanol, or trades like Middle East to Far East. These

ships will often seek palm oil as a maiden voyage cargo to

position themselves in their intended petroleum product

trade area. Their ‘virgin’ tank coatings are thought to benefit

both charterer and ship owner by way of no previous cargo

history, while a heated first cargo is recommended by almost

all tank coating manufacturers. Many of these ships never

carry chemicals, oils or fats again. 

D. Single Hull IMO 3: As petroleum products can be carried in

single hull ships if they are below 5,000 tons deadweight

(dwt), many are in these trades, especially as bunker tankers.

This category is declining rapidly in numbers.

Deliveries into the fleet

Table 3 shows deliveries of ships into the trade since 2007 and

is projected into 2016 with known orders as at the end of 2012.

The number of deliveries peaked in 2008, and has been declining

steadily since then. A great many ships were ordered in

anticipation of the new IMO regulations; many were delivered

up to four years late as new shipyards had seriously

miscalculated the time needed to build these more sophisticated

ships. Many were cancelled by the companies that placed the

original orders and were completed by the yards for sale to the

highest bidder. 
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More ships may have been delivered in 2012 than have

been listed here, as some repor ts of deliveries, especially

of smaller ships, tend to be delayed by a week or two.

Even so, the number of deliveries in 2012 was the lowest

since 2002, which in turn was the year with the largest

number of IMO class ships delivered since the trade

began.

Ships on order for delivery over the next few years include many

that are still delayed from earlier years. As the smaller ships take

less time to build than the larger ones, there are very few of

these ordered for delivery in 2014 and afterwards: some will be

ordered in the next years. 

The larger ships that take longer to build are ordered with

delivery dates reaching into 2016. The high costs of bunkers and

the imposition of stricter emissions controls have led to the

introduction of cleaner, more fuel efficient engines. Many of the

larger coated ships have been ordered with these engines, some

specifically aimed at oils and fats, but the majority for petroleum

products.

Ship demolition

As mentioned earlier, the fleet is a very young one. It has been

the custom to regard the life of an IMO class tanker to be 30

years. Of course this is just a rough guide and many are scrapped

at younger ages. Some ships that have been well maintained

Shipping
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continue in existence for additional years. One small ship trading

in the Mediterranean is over 38 years old and another trading in

Thailand is 36 years old. 

Table 4 shows the rate of scrapping since 2007, and projected

into 2016 on the basis of ships being scrapped when they reach

30 years of age. Should the market remain poor and the prices

for scrap metal improve, then I would expect to see more of the

younger ships going to the scrap yards. Table 4 also shows an

anomaly in 2011 where a very large number of smaller ships is

shown as being deleted from the fleet. This is because, in that

year, much new information came to light about older ships

being scrapped in unusual places; this had not been previously

reported.

Future development

If one puts together all this information and projects the fleet

status into the future, it can be seen from Table 5, that the fleet

should peak at the end of 2014. This peak will almost certainly

be deferred to 2015 as more of the smaller ships are ordered
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for delivery before the end of 2014. There are also some ships

that will have been reported as being ordered as pure

petroleum product tankers but which will be delivered as IMO

3 ships at the least. 

These factors can also easily defer the peak to the end of 2016. I

have not attempted to forecast the split between the ships used for

chemicals, oils and fats, and those used in the petroleum product

trades. This can change quite dramatically should the chemicals, oils

and fats offer more attractive returns than petroleum products;

ships will swing away from petroleum products to the more

lucrative trades. The reverse swing is also possible, but fewer options

are available with many of the ships being not suitable for petroleum

products due to their sophistication. 

Summary

A simple summary is that ‘No one knows!’ – in fact, this is really

the most accurate summary.

If bunker prices increase fur ther, many ships will be

uneconomical to run in trades where cargo heating and multiple

ports are involved. These could well revert to petroleum

product trades and strengthen the market for chemicals, oils and

fats. This is the main reason why the large ships being ordered

now have fuel efficient engines built into their design. 

While more owners may well go bankrupt over the next year

or two, the ships do not go away. They are often idle for a while

and then sold at auction, resuming trade in whatever field the

new owners decide on. 

More detailed information is available on this subject, and I can

either provide it or advise where it can be obtained. Email:

cbarton@broadpark.no

Charles Barton

Maritime Consultant
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Branding

As you’ve probably noticed, the terms Facebook, Twitter,

Blogging and YouTube have gone from nowhere, to being part of

almost everyone’s vocabulary now. A massive number of people

also use these products every day.

Facebook alone has over a billion users, making it bigger than any

country’s population, except for Chain and India, and overtaking

them will only be a matter of time. Social networking is a truly

staggering phenomenon. What’s even more astounding is just

how quickly this has all happened.

Here’s a snapshot of what’s going on in terms of numbers,

people and personalities:

• 156 million public blogs are currently on view worldwide.

• The biggest blog view figure is 50 million and the subject is

the Chinese actress Xu Jinglei.

• The person with the biggest number of Twitter followers is

Lady Gaga, with 33 million; President Barack Obama is No. 5,

just ahead of footballer Cristiano Ronaldo.

• The current winner on Facebook is the singer Rihanna, with

65 million, again way ahead of Obama at 35 million, who only

just managed to beat ‘Mr Bean’ – not Rowan Atkinson the

actor, but ‘Mr Bean’ his character.

The obvious question is: how can people in the edible oils

industry best use new-media tools and build a social media

presence? You could set up a website for next to nothing and put

some text on it for next to nothing, and put out your message

for next to nothing. But in the end, that’s probably what you’ll get

too … next to nothing.

If you just set up a website or blog and hope for the best, the

odds are against you to the tune of 156 million to 1 against, that
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yours will even get looked at, let alone thought over and talked

about, or get anyone to change their behaviour in any way.

Key Lesson #1

No one seems to have a high presence in social networking sites

just from having interesting stuff on these sites. They are

successful somewhere else first, and then social networking

media becomes something via which to expand their fame and

influence. In other words, if your message is boring, tedious or

not already getting you some measure of success, then

Facebook and Twitter evidently won’t save you.

Key Lesson #2

From the current batch of heavy-hitters on Facebook and Twitter,

most of the traffic is about the same old celebrity stuff. Nowhere

in the high rankings are there intellectuals, scientists, smart thinkers

or even business or financial successes – ironically, even Bill Gates

or Mark Zuckerberg don’t feature in the high end of the range.

Well, if that’s the case, should the oil and fats industry even be

bothered with these new trends? Yes, because it is all part of

getting exposure to public opinion. And as with most things to

do with public opinion, logic has a relatively small role to play.

Just because Rihanna has a great voice, does it make her

opinion on anything any more worthwhile than what the rest

of us have to say? But the fact remains that big numbers of

people ‘vote’ for her. In fact, votes for Rihanna on social media

are larger than the population of most countries in Europe.

Other success stories tend to feature in our minds just as

prominently. Just look at the YouTube phenomenon that

Korean artist Psy has become with his ‘Gangnam Style’, now

passing the barely believable 1 billion hits. Reflect on that

number for just a moment: 1 billion. And since every YouTube

hit is a ‘vote’, we are talking about one man going getting more

votes than any politician in the history of democracy. 

Talking of democracy…

The media, be it newspapers, TV, radio or Internet portals, is a

massively powerful force. Yet most of those who control it, such as

newspaper editors, are not democratically elected to their posts.

This seems a little strange given the degree to which the media

affects the lives of almost all of us. And in recent history the media

has had a bigger influence than most military forces. Yet

paradoxically it has been traditionally controlled by a tiny minority

of the population, which is about as undemocratic as it gets.

Sometimes it is just two people, as was the case with Adolf

Hitler, who along with his propaganda boss Joseph Goebbles,

partly engineered the mindset of a nation, telling them who to

fight, who to hate, what to do and even what to think. But this

concept is not new. The basic idea of ‘controlling the masses by

controlling the flow of information’ has been around for as long

as there have been people.

The importance of the media is one of the biggest factors that

have affected mindset change in the key step changes in history.

The media of the example of Hitler and Goebbles was new

technologies of radio and movies, and their use of this media

changed the world.

Over the past few centuries, and social media is increasing the

pace, big changes haven’t so much come from big ideas. Often

something has happened because of a ‘change in the medium’

rather than a ‘change in the message’. 

Drivers of mindset change

Three other factors drive the way the business of mindset-

change is affecting our world: the look of the media;

environmental issues; and growing disenchantment.

1. The Look

The look of the media has changed so much. When I was a

boy, the arrival of the Sunday newspapers always seemed like

such a special occasion. Quite simply: they looked good. The

printing was professional, as was the artwork and the colour

photographs. Also, the papers were broadsheets. No home-

made printed matter could come close. My school teachers

would run a newsletter once in a while, but it was physically

small, and the print quality and paper quality were shabby, to

say the least.

But now the difference between what a one-man-band can

do and what a multi-billion dollar corporation can do is

shrinking. A blog by a home-maker is starting to have the same

look and feel as a premier national newspaper. Equally a Twitter/

Facebook campaign from a small business in a small town is

taking on the look and feel of a multinational corporation.

2. Environmental issues 

Many people hardly look at a newspaper any more. It’s one

small step to reduce our consumption of trees, not to mention

the massive amount of energy (mostly non-renewable) that

is consumed in making paper, as well as printing on it.
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3. Disenchantment

More and more people are getting suspicious of the traditional

press. A great example of this was in 2011 when The News

of the World – one of the bigger UK newspapers, with a

circulation of 2 million – found itself in the middle of a scandal

that covered everything from illegal hacking of phones to

bribing of police officers. In the fallout from the enquiry

instigated by Prime Minister David Cameron, many top

officials resigned – including Sir Paul Stephenson, Commissioner

of the Metropolitan Police. The News of the World no longer

exists. It is dead and buried, and more to the point, one seems

to care.

All that these events did was to reinforce the growing feeling

that the big newspapers:

• Are willing to bend rules in order to boost circulation;

• Are of questionable competence (with the Internet, do

people writing for newspapers really have any better

information than the rest of us?);

• Are focused on financial goals rather than telling the truth; and

• Are run and owned by a tiny minority of people nobody voted

for (in the case of The News of the World, the controversial

boss of the parent company is Rupert Murdoch, a man with

an enormous amount of power).

Put together these ‘push factors’ drawing people away from

traditional newspapers, and the ‘pull factors’ of Facebook and

Twitter being new, cool and trendy, and it’s hardly surprising that

this drift is taking place.

Getting the strategy right

The flow of information is thousands, if not millions of times

freer, than it was before. Today, anyone who has enough money

(even to use an Internet café for a few hours a month) can be

in business and send messages to any audience, in any country.  

The first lesson of social networking is a common problem of

brand-building in general, namely: it is easy to fool yourself. 

Whether it is writing a blog, running a website or opening an

account on Facebook, YouTube or Twitter, there are no

guarantees of success. With social networking, the disconnect

between ‘your activity’ and ‘your results’ generally grows as the

process goes on. The painful facts are that writing your blog,

getting your video on YouTube, or getting lots of readers and

getting lots of hits ‘ain’t worth a thing’, as the song goes. 

What your followers actually think, doesn’t mean much either.

This is a hard lesson learned by intelligence chiefs throughout

history. What people think (be they your supporters, or your

opponents) doesn’t matter – it is what they do.

In the case of edible oils, the answer is oh-so-easy. Either the

tonnage sold is good, or it isn’t. Either the prices are good, or

they aren’t. Taxes, duties are tariffs are all right and helping the

producers, or they aren’t.

The second lesson is one learned by Obama and most top-

branding companies such as Procter & Gamble and Unilever :

spend money on social networking and do it right. Of course,

you can do these things for little, but the chances are that is what

you’ll get – a little (or nothing).

In Social Media Marketing for Dummies, Jan Zimmerman and

Doug Sahlin recommend a minimum of “a couple of hours a

week” for your personal small business blog or podcast. I’d

suggest far more because you’ve got to keep working it to keep

it fresh. Their rule is simple: you trade off money for labour. The

reason is simple: there are a lot of people out there with blogs

and Facebook activities – what makes yours so special that they

are going to bother with you?

The media of social networking might be new, but many of the

key points are the same as for other forms of branding, not to

mention management in general:

- Be clear on your goals.

- Have a way of measuring your progress towards those goals.

- Have corrective actions based on those measurements.

Social media tends to fool us. It is new, shiny and distracts so

many people from their boring lives. Consequently, it is very easy

to have ‘activity’ that gives no ‘productivity’. 

So, either put in a big number of hours for your social media, or

put a big number of dollars – or don’t bother unless you can

write a song more catchy than ‘Gangnam Style’!

Dr Ian L Halsall

Researcher & Author
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Conventional public relations (PR) exercises are

enamored with ‘reputation management’ and feel-

good messages and other guru-driven happy talk that

serve no purpose, other than to give people whose brands are

under attack the illusion of being in control. 

Too often PR gurus appear on CNN and other television

networks, giving such sage advice as: “Put your hands up. Say

sorry!” or “Remember, a crisis is an opportunity to get your

message out”, or even the classic “They should be telling all the

good things that their products do!”

Good sound-bites, but this kind of trite PR with a predilection

for ‘confessions’ and ‘repentance’ only have cache when you or

your products have done wrong. However, in the face of

motivated adversaries who have done you or your product

wrong, a vigorous defence has to be mounted – and quickly! 

Brand consultant Oscar del Santo warns of the dangers of a lack

of a vigorous, proactive and strategic response when a product

or brand is unfairly attacked with distorted and downright fake

arguments and accusations. He goes on to advise against a

“tenuous, conciliatory and goody reaction which quickly detracts

from our credibility which can be construed as an admission of

guilt by our community of clients and (if you have achieved a

certain prominence), the media”.

The problem has been compounded by the social media

revolution and the almost instant ‘viralisation’ of content on Web

2.0. The traditional PR response that “does not deal with the

unfounded rumour and attack head on and fails to address its

substance or lack thereof, can unwittingly lead to its spread and,

especially when it has reached the media, be directly responsible

for it going viral with fearful financial and reputational costs for

the brand involved”.  Del Santo hastens to add: “And this will be
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the case, even when the attacks are totally and wholly unjustified

and without basis.”

It is noteworthy that, in the past, it was fairly easy for large

corporations to outspend whatever opposition it was facing. All

these corporations had to do was to hire the best PR

consultants, lobbyists and lawyers. However, the equation is

changing. 

Already environmental NGOs alone have billions of dollars in

assets with the top 10 exceeding US$3 billion in collective

revenue. According to one NGO watchdog, the top 13 US and

EU NGOs boast nearly 20 million members and 162 offices

across the world, in every continent. The fight is getting uneven,

resource-wise, when brands are targeted by motivated

aggressors with their massive war chests.

Another problem is the mainstream news media which is today

characterised by too few reporters with too little training, and

chasing too many stories. More and more brands will be burned

in the process. Why is that so? 

With corporate takeovers – such as when General Electric,

Disney and Time Warner took over international news media

such as NBC, ABC and CNN respectively – the edict handed

down to these news organisations by their corporate owners

was to focus not just on ethical news reporting, but also on

profits. Already under pressure to deliver profits, many news

organisations suffered the double whammy of finding themselves

losing market share to free news sources, such as those found

on the Internet. 

With this phenomena of shrinking viewership and readership,

many news organisations now resort to cost cutting by reducing

the pool of experienced reporters and recruiting smaller

numbers, and less experienced and younger news crews. The

result is that press releases and news stories released by

motivated adversaries are often reported verbatim, without

adequate fact-checking and research. This, precisely, has been the

experience of palm oil. 

Expose the fraudsters

The planners and executors of defamatory anti-palm oil

campaigns are fully cognizant of the principles of fraud

perpetuation. They know that the value of a seemingly never-

ending series of campaigns is not in their merit but in their mere

existence. They exploit the ‘no smoke without fire’ phenomenon

to further their own selfish ends, regardless of the human costs

that these campaigns exact. 

Similarly, the campaigns are launched across vast geographical

regions to create the impression that these are unplanned,

popular and spontaneous. A broad range of green NGOs – and

even zoos, Girl Scouts (or rather the adults behind them) and

politicians from across the globe – are recruited to the cause. 

It is imperative, therefore, for brands unfairly attacked to

respond post haste. For palm oil it may seem an unequal fight,

but the Internet and social media are the great levellers of

modern communication. These give the defamed and unfairly

maligned a global voice too. In my view, the truth always

triumphs over the best laid and planned defamatory campaigns.

It is exigent to meet the attacks head on and fight with facts

using the very same avenues and devices that these motivated

adversaries throw at you. 

Distribute fact sheets and press releases to editors of

newspapers and other mainstream media across the globe to

highlight the facts or lack thereof of these campaigns. Post instant

responses to untruthful news in the media or on the Internet;

for, it is Fraud 101 that fraudsters fear only one thing – exposure!

LS Sya

Branding Specialist

London BrandMagic
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Nutrition

Red palm oil, long used as a staple in tropical cuisine and as

a medicinal food, is making headlines as the latest

superfood to excite the natural health world.

It is remarkably high in Vitamins A and E, as well as

antioxidants and phytonutrients. While most Vitamin E

supplements are composed of the more common

tocopherols, the tocotrienols found in high levels in red

palm oil are believed to be a much more potent antioxidant,

according to new research. 

Sozo Nutritionals, an online retailer of dietary supplements

and natural health products made in the US, has seen

record sales of red palm oil in January.

Its president, Brandon Larson, noted that, while red palm oil has been available commercially in the US for some time,

“it was not until recently that we have been able to really understand its amazing benefits versus other oils …”

He said the company sells only red palm oil derived from sustainable and responsibly grown oil palm on holdings

that utilise the most organic and natural methods of production. 

To get the actual benefits, he recommends the purchase of 100% natural red palm oil that is unrefined,

unbleached and not deodorised, to ensure that vitamins and phytonutrients have not been stripped

away.

PRWeb

This is an edited version of a press release issued on Jan 9, 2013.
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Nutrition

Food additives came into being because mass, specialised food production has different

requirements to those of the household kitchen. Problems with the ‘keeping qualities’

became acute in foodstuffs produced a long way from their point of consumption.

Food additives came into use to satisfy these requirements for processed foods. 

Any processed food on the market shelf would contain an additive. By definition,

food additives are ingredients that are added to foods in a regulated amount for a

specific purpose. Without their use, it would be impossible to safely produce

massive food quantities and distribute processed foods. 

Additives are allowed in food only after they have been fully tested. The testing is

rigorous and the cost of the research to show that an additive is safe must be

borne by the additive manufacturer.

The ‘Generally Recognised As Safe’ list is an approach used to control the safety

of substances used in foods. Food additives must meet strict guidelines for

inclusion in the list. 
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The European Economic Community established the ‘E’

numbering system to provide a listing of several commonly used

additives. The list, which is regularly updated, includes additives

recognised as safe within the Common Market and allows foods

to move from one country to another within this economic

bloc.

Natural additives are obtained directly from plants and

animals. Nothing about a natural additive

makes it inherently safer than an artificial

one. Many artificial additives are

simply copies of the natural

chemical. Both ar tificial and

nature-identical additives are

made in the laboratory. 

Food additives, artificial or

natural, are safe when used

within allowed limits. For

example, Vitamin E is a

natural compound found in

vegetable oil. It is added as a

food additive to prevent rancidity

of fats.  But high doses of this vitamin

lead to toxicity.

General categories of additives
1. Preser vatives maintain appearance , palatabil ity and

wholesomeness of food – three types are used:

• Antimicrobials prevent growth of pathogens – or harmful

microbes – and the decrease of food quality caused by

spoilage micro-organisms (yeast, mould and bacteria).

• Antioxidants prevent fats from turning rancid – or lipid

oxidation – and subsequent development 

of harmful radicals and ‘off ’ flavours.

• Anti-browning agents prevent browning of food especially

fruits such as apples, and vegetables such as eggplants and

potatoes.

2. Nutritional additives improve the nutritional value of the

foods. Public health authorities support their use to help

eliminate or prevent certain diseases involving malnutrition.

3. Colouring additives give the desired and

characteristic colour; add or restore

colour to foods; or improve the

overall attractiveness of food.

• The principal natural

colours, most in refined

form, used as additives are

the green pigment

chlorophyll; carotenoids,

which give yellow to red

colours; and flavonoids, with

their principal sub-class the

anthocyanins, which give

flowers and fruits their red to blue

colours.

• Increasingly, food additive colours are based on anthocyanins

derived from sources such as red grapes or beet, but the first

additive colours were synthetic dyes. Chemically, the dyes are

azo dyes that contain the azo group, which confers bright

colours which vary in hue depending on the rest of the

molecule.

4. Flavouring additives impart specific flavours and enhance

flavours. There are three major types of flavouring agents (Table 1).
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5. Texturising agents impart and maintain a desired consistency;

and add to or modify the overall texture or mouth feel of

products. Emulsifiers, stabilisers and thickeners are the

primary representatives.

Adulteration via additives
When additives are used to adulterate a food product, they

hide the true nature of the adulterated food. For example, in the

case of a meat pie that has minute amounts of lean red meat

and lots of animal fat:

• Polyphosphates (E450) emulsify fat and incorporate it into

water

• Red colour (E128) changes the appearance of white animal

fat so that it looks like meat

• Flavour enhancer MSG (E621) enhances the flavour

• Antioxidants BHA and BHT (E320, E321) ensure that the

excessive quantities of fat do not get rancid

Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 147, November 2012

This is an edited version of the article.
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Health

A burning sensation when urine is passed; the frequent need to

urinate; and sometimes difficulty in starting to urinate are indications

of cystitis or inflammation/infection of the urinary bladder.

Apart from practising good hygiene, there are practical tips to

avoid bladder infection.

1. Urinate regularly and empty your bladder completely.

Try not to hold the urine in the bladder even if you have to

go to a public bathroom. You may not want to use a public

bathroom because you don’t feel at ease or for fear of

infection or due to lack of cleanliness. Wait for half a minute

after urinating to make sure the bladder is completely empty.

2. Urinate frequently 

Drink plenty of liquids such as water, milk, yogurt drink, fresh

juices and soups. Cranberry juice may be helpful in preventing

bladder infection according to some studies, as it keeps

bacteria from attaching to the bladder and creating an

infection.  It is advisable not to drink it if there is a personal

or family history of kidney stones.

3. Wear cotton underwear and loose, non-binding clothing that

does not trap heat and moisture.

Tight underwear and tight pants increase sweating, thereby

encouraging growth of microbes. Staying in a wet swimsuit

for a long period of time also encourages microbe growth,

so dry off properly.

4. Avoid perfumed soaps, bubble baths or scented douches.

These contain substances that can irritate the genital area

and make it more vulnerable to infection.

Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 147, November 2012

This is an edited version of the article.
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In 1977 I was invited by the International Trade Centre (ITC) in

Geneva to take part in a project on groundnuts. The ITC is a

United Nations agency whose objective is to assist developing

nations in marketing their products. I was to work with a market

economist and a commodity trader, and deal with the food

applications of groundnuts.

The project was carried out at the request of the African

Groundnut Council (AGC), which represents African growers in

Sudan, Senegal, Gambia, Mali, Niger and Nigeria. A previous

project had reported on the market for groundnuts in France,

Germany, Switzerland and the UK. Our brief was to extend the

study to Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Portugal and Spain.

Work on the project involved a study of the production and

trade statistics, and visits to the five countries to collect

information on the local markets.

Three products are marketed from groundnuts – the oil, the

meal and whole peanuts for direct consumption or for use in

food manufacture.

We found that the market was seriously affected by concerns

about aflatoxin. This is a metabolic product of the mould

Aspergillus flavus, and is a powerful carcinogen. The mould is widely

present and can grow on many substrates including nuts and

grains. However, it is a particular problem in groundnuts. This is

because of the unique way in which the groundnut seed develops.

The plant pushes the immature seed into the soil, where it ripens.

This is of course the best way to ensure propagation of the next

generation. However it also renders the seed liable to attack by

soil-borne Aspergillus flavus. Clearly the plant requires a loose,

sandy soil structure for this strategy to succeed.

It is of interest to recall the grandiose groundnut scheme

initiated in 1947 by John Strachey the Minister of Food in the UK

Labour government at the time. He proposed to solve a

shortage of cooking oil by planting 150,000 acres in Tanganyika

(now Tanzania) and Kenya. The project was initiated with urgency

for political reasons, and the normal scientifically proper process

of establishing a number of trial plots before full scale planting

was not followed. It proved a complete failure. One main reason

was that the soil was predominantly tough clay so that the plant
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failed to complete its life cycle. The Kenyan agriculture

department’s technical officer at that time was Dr CC Webster,

later the first Director-General of the Palm Oil Research Institute

of Malaysia. He advised strongly against the project, but was

overruled.

Coming back to our market investigation of the groundnut

products, we found that the oil was highly regarded in the retail

market and the food industry. It has excellent stability in frying

applications and an attractive flavour. It is entirely suitable as an

ingredient in margarine and shortening formulation. The normal

refining process removes all traces of aflatoxin. However the oil

was regarded as a niche product due to its price premium over

other oils, especially soybean and sunflower oils. It held only a

few percent of the liquid oil market and it was advised that a

promotional campaign would not be warranted.

The same conclusion applied to groundnut meal for animal feed

where there were serious concerns about aflatoxin

contamination. Even if the meal was shipped with less than the

very low permitted level, it was possible for the mould to grow

during the voyage if any of the meal became damp, for example

due to rain during loading.

Regarding the third product, quality groundnuts for edible use,

the market was much more promising. Table 1 shows the

consumption in the five countries.

The high use of groundnuts in the Netherlands is due to the

influence of customary Indonesian cuisine. Consumption  is

roughly half as a snack of salted roasted nuts and half as peanut

butter. This is used partly as a spread and partly as a basis for

sauces.

In the other four countries surveyed, the main use was as salted

roasted nuts as a snack, though in Italy and Spain there was an

established use in confectionery such as nougat. Another typical

confectionery product is ‘peanut brittle’, in which peanuts are set

in boiled sugar (Figure 1). It was recommended that

confectionery usage should be promoted. Groundnuts are

cheaper than other nuts such as walnuts and almonds, the

traditional products of southern Europe. The greater use of

groundnuts in bakery products should therefore also be

explored.

The demand for edible peanuts was mainly satisfied by imports

from the US with high quality standards and guaranteed limits of

aflatoxin. Success for African peanuts would require the meeting

of such standards and regular availability.

AGC meeting in Khartoum

After the completion of the project report, the ITC arranged for

the results to be presented and discussed at a meeting of the

AGC in Khartoum. The journey involved a change of planes in

Cairo. On arrival in Cairo, we found that no planes were flying

to Khartoum because there was a major sandstorm. Meanwhile,

we were put up in a nearby hotel with attractive rooms at the

poolside.

Frustratingly, we could not go sightseeing, as we had to be

available as soon as flights resumed. However we were

entertained by a lavish wedding celebration in the hotel, which

lasted most of our time there. We also had plenty of time to

polish our presentations for the forthcoming meeting, as we

were stuck for three days.  
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We eventually arrived in Khartoum late at night. Early the next

morning, we were taken to the conference venue to begin the

delayed meeting. We learnt that there would be a dinner that

evening, hosted by the AGC for all the conference delegates. This

had been booked to take place after the end of the conference,

but could not be rescheduled. So after a short night and a long

day we were taken to a buffet dinner at the local Hilton hotel.

The excellent food was accompanied by soft drinks, as we had

expected. We were quite glad when people started to leave, and

hoped for an early night. 

But it was not to be: we were special guests and five or six of

the AGC committee took us for further entertainment. This

entailed passing through a basement passage to a door, which

led to the swimming pool. At the side there was a bar, and on

our arrival there came a procession of uniformed waiters, each

carrying a bottle of whisky! There was no choice, we were

given a glassful. While we made the drink last as long as

possible, our hosts had no inhibition and indulged freely.

Eventually we were led back through the passage to our car. I

was handed two full bottles in a plastic bag for our use later!

During the drive back to our hotel we were stopped at a

police check point. I was sitting next to the driver with the bag

between my legs and had visions of a night in the police cells.

Fortunately they glanced at our United Nations laissez-passer

and moved us on.

During our flight to Khartoum, we had chatted to a Dutch

engineer destined to go up country to deal with water supply

problems. He was most grateful when we donated the bottles

to him at breakfast, as any alcohol imported was confiscated at

the airport.

The rest of the conference went to plan. One incident remains

vividly in my memory. In talking about food applications I had

emphasised the importance of freedom from aflatoxin. One

participant from Mali jumped up in the discussion and said in

vivid French, “Aflatoxin is a stick invented by the white man to

beat the black man with.” The remark showed colour prejudice

and accused Europeans of lying. In reply I pointed out that

aflatoxin was one of the most powerful carcinogens known and

no government could do other than enforce the lowest possible

levels.

One afternoon we had time to visit the local market (Figures 2

and 3). It was crowded and full of colour. I received a very firm

push in the back. I turned round prepared to complain but saw

I had been head-butted by a donkey, claiming his right of way.

One of the prize exhibits in the museum was a car, said to have

been used by General Charles Gordon. He was a distinguished

soldier and administrator who was governor of Sudan for a

period until 1880. In 1884 there was a serious revolt in Sudan,

led by a religious leader, the Mahdi. Gordon was sent out to

evacuate about 2,500 British citizens and then return. However,

he decided to stay on with a small army and fight. Khartoum was

besieged and held out for a year. Gordon was killed two days

before a relief force arrived. The car was covered by very fine

sand from the recent sandstorm (Figure 4). (I believe the
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attribution is very doubtful, because Gordon died in 1885, and

the exhibit is an early 20th century model.)

The balcony of my hotel bedroom overlooked the grounds of a

military establishment. One late afternoon I witnessed a curious

incident. Soldiers were emerging from an underground store

carrying large elephant tusks, which were loaded onto a lorry.

Had they been confiscated, or were the soldiers involved in an

illicit trade? I did not enquire further.

One afternoon during the conference we were taken to see

groundnuts in the field, and the research carried out by the

Sudanese Institute for Groundnut Research. The breeding

programme was focused on improvements in the quality of

the nuts and also on optimising the strength of the outer shell

to minimise penetration of the Aspergillus mould. The

cultivation is carried out in an area of land served by a system

of irrigation canals developed during British rule. This

extensive scheme was initially developed in Gezira – situated

between the Blue and White Niles, south of Khartoum – by

the British administration. It consists of a network of 2,700

miles of canals covering 3,400 square miles (Figures 5, 6, 7

and 8).

The water supply incidentally also served as a bathing facility for

the local teenagers (Figure 9).

A subsidiary crop of Karkadeh was grown around the edge of
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the groundnut plots. The plant is a member of the hibiscus family

and the dried flower is used to make a refreshing drink (Figure

10).

I left Khartoum feeling somewhat dispirited at the difficulties

faced by the African growers in meeting the quality and

consistency required by the European market, which was being

met by suppliers from the US.

KG Berger

Food Technology Consultant, UK
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In 2010, Khor Reports first highlighted the problem of a

structural demand deficit at the Roundtable on Sustainable

Palm Oil (RSPO), in that the members’ potential production of

40% vs buyer capacity of 20% of global palm oil would lead to

an imbalance in interest. [1] 

The latest supply and demand forecast from the organisation

that issues voluntary sustainability certification suggests that

supply is set to continue exceeding demand by a factor of two

for the foreseeable future. This means that market uptake for

Certified Sustainable Palm Oil (CSPO) may remain at about

50%, even for the 2015-30 period.

The RSPO requires its members to report on both their

progress and future commitments on sustainability. In its

‘Annual Communications of Progress’ (ACOP) for 2011/12 [2],

the RSPO has made a good effort to offer crucial insights into

future supply and demand for its sustainability programme. 

Growers need to report annually on key items such as planted

area, new planting area, and third-party fresh fruit bunch

sourcing. Consumer goods manufacturers (CGMs) and

retailers need to report on the volume of palm oil products

sold in own-brand products. Crucially, all have to report on

their time-bound plan (TBP) or year to achieve their respective

100% implementation of RSPO certification.

As at October 2012, the RSPO had 1,033 active members.

A scan of the members’ roster suggests that it has signed on

nearly all the ‘big boys’ in each palm oil supply-chain
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segment and most of the big CGMs

and retailers. Last year, 501 members

were required to submit ACOP

reports; newer members and 284 in

non-repor ting categories were

exempted.

The non-response rate of 28%,

incomplete forms and partial

information provision by significant

members (for reasons of data ‘not

known’ or ‘not disclosed’) are limiting

factors. Thus, the RSPO’s forecasts are

not based on a full and definitive

reporting by its members. All in, only

about half of the members required to

report and submit a TBP did so. Also,

the RSPO cautions that its overall

supply and demand forecast uses a

straight-line interpolation for

achievement of targets. [2]

Segmental status and outlook

Those RSPO growers who did submit

reports accounted for 28% of global

palm oil output; 6.72 million tonnes or

42% of which is certified. Half of the

growers expect to have their estates

100% certified by 2015, with certified

target production of 12.9 million tonnes.

RSPO member-processors and -traders

account for 48% of global trade in palm

oil, with only 8% currently certified.

Although they are influential, their

actions on sustainability have been

lagging behind other membership

categories. In 2015, 38% of processors

and traders expect to achieve 100%

supply chain certification and 31%

expect to achieve 100% CSPO use. 

RSPO CGMs report using about 11%

of global palm oil in own-brand

products, with 40% currently using

CSPO. The RSPO says “CGMs are

more or less equivalent to current

available certified palm oil, showing that

their stated aspirations to use 100%

CSPO could be met now using all

available supply chain options”. The

retailer members’ total volume is less

than 0.5% of global consumption, but

73% of the palm oil they sell in their

own brands is already certified. Some

75% of CGMs and 89% of retailers

have set their target for 2015. 

Thus, the projected volume of CSPO

aggregate demand is shown to increase

up to 2015. But it is difficult to offer an

accurate figure for total demand, given

the problem of double-counting between

the supply chain and the two buyer

categories. The RSPO says reported

volumes imply that demand could rise to

about 5.74 million tonnes by 2015.

Future market uptake

By the RSPO’s reckoning, market

uptake of CSPO may only be 44% in

2015, subsequently drifting down to

39% in 2020 and 38% in 2030. This

forecast is based on a relatively

conservative ‘underlying demand’,

which comprises commitments based

on current usage by CGMs (including

key users of palm oil such as Unilever

and Nestle, as well as big bio-diesel

providers like Neste Oil) and retailers

(including the likes of Wal-mart and

Tesco) with significant own-brand

product businesses.

For fear of double-counting, this

demand forecast excludes volumes
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category (whose members include

Wilmar and Cargill), since they are

supply-chain providers to the groups

mentioned and no detailed information

was sought on volumes for their own

end-product usage, which includes

cooking oil and animal feed.

On a more optimistic note, based on

commitments by processors and

traders, demand could rise to 7.92, 9.32

and 9.48 million tonnes in 2015, 2020

and 2030 respectively, resulting in

market uptake of about 62% for 2015

through 2030 (Figure 2). 

Taking the average of the more

conservative and more optimistic

demand forecasts, the outlook is for

51% market uptake from 2015-30. 

Thus, the RSPO concludes its October

2012 report [2] by saying: “The current

pattern of only about half of available

CSPO being consumed may persist

unless more manufacturer and retailer

members of the RSPO make

commitments to use it on the supply-

side ...

“... The RSPO needs to work harder

to increase the number of CGMs,

including as yet non-members who

are committing to use CSPO, as well

as far harder at promoting CSPO

amongst companies that are not yet

members. In par ticular, markets

outside of Europe and the US need to

star t demanding CSPO if the

projected supply is going to be

matched by demand.” 

This is a surprisingly negative finding.

Sustainability pundits had attributed the

lacklustre market uptake for CSPO – at

52% for 2011 and 2012 [3] – to a

combination of issues: delays in

sustainable purchasing by big end-users

and a lack of readiness in the supply

chain, while the growers avidly certified

their mills and estates. Promoters

seemed to promise that market uptake

will inevitably rise, once the

downstream segment and buyers get

going.

For the first time, data on the market

outlook for sustainable palm oil is

available. [2] A scan of the names

suggests that the RSPO has

successfully signed on most of the big

international companies and most

have promised 100% sustainable

purchasing within two years. However,

the oversupply problem indicates that

the RSPO likely has strategic issues

and structural shortcomings to sort

out.

Sustainability as a tool

Growers can be applauded for their

commitment to RSPO’s sustainability

certification. This has come in the face

of an uncertain outlook amidst an

existing supply glut and with

premiums under pressure. The RSPO

has not been structured to satisfy

market demand for sustainable

products. Instead it has evolved into a

‘must have’ for the biggest players in

the palm oil supply chain. With its

requirement for certification of 100%

of a grower’s total planted area, it

differs vastly from other certification

programmes. 
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Notably, at the Roundtable for Responsible Soy (a ‘cousin’ of

the RSPO), grower members may choose how much of their

production base to certify. It is also worthwhile to note that

some estimates reckon that the cost of producing Malaysian

palm oil exceeds that of Brazil’s soybean oil. As such,

certification programmes ought to be designed to be cost

effective, so as not to unnecessarily tilt the cost-competitive

situation.

RSPO membership and having a TBP have become necessary

conditions for selling to the biggest buyers, thanks to tactics of

pressure groups such as NGOs. Growers are also likely to be

trying to compete with each other, to sell to the big buyers.

Thus, sustainability has become a tool of trade and

competition. 

Also, ISCC certification – which caters to the EU Renewable

Energy Directive’s (RED) biofuels programme – has been a

competitor of the RSPO, taking out an estimated 2 million

tonnes worth of certificates. This compares to 2.3 million

tonnes of usage by RSPO’s CGM

segment in 2012. 

Competition from ISCC has likely

contributed to the RSPO finally

moving toward its own RED-

compliant certification. More

sustainability certifications are also

coming into the picture, including

the mandatory Indonesia

Sustainable Palm Oil. 

How will the duopoly of

RSPO and ISCC fare? It is

possible that RSPO’s

outlook for ongoing

oversupply might even

worsen. Competitive

certification schemes will try to offer their members good

market access with a cost-efficient solution plus the

enticement of a decent premium.

On the demand side, palm oil is substitutable. The negative

messages that have permeated the sustainability movement

have spawned the recent worrying trend for ‘palm oil free’

products. For some, even sustainable palm oil is not good

enough. In key biodiesel markets, eligibility is moving from crops

as feedstock to waste products and used cooking oil.

Sustainability has not been the magic solution in promoting

market access and market acceptance. More work has to be

done. 

Khor Yu Leng

Research Consultant and Writer of Khor Reports

Segi Enam Advisors Pte Ltd 
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A few days after our memorable house warming party, Kong Miew

and I were standing on the bank of the Labuk. A Dusun of the

Ampulong tribe came paddling down the river. Kong Miew hailed him

as he passed our house. With a few deft strokes he brought his

padau alongside our new jetty. 

I had decided that the time had come for us to employ a gardener

to do something about the house site. Tompong and his Orang

Sungai workers had followed the local custom in clearing away all

the ground cover. The house now stood on 8-foot high stilts in the

middle of a bare patch about the size of a tennis court,

surrounded on three sides by jungle.

The Dusun gentleman told us his name was Urut-Turut. We

asked if he would care to take up employment with us as our

gardener. He would be happy, he said, to help us out for a few

months until the next rice-planting season.

“Now what work do you want me to do?” he asked. “I want

you to start planting grass all round the house,” I said. And

here, right at the outset, we hit upon a surprising problem. “What

exactly is grass?” asked Urut-Turut. “Rumput,” I tried. “Rumput hijau, pendek,” tried Kong Miew (short green

weeds). 

But the problem did not lie with the language. Urut-Turut, jungle dweller that he was, genuinely did not seem

to know what grass was. He passed me a twig and scuffed his foot to smooth a patch of soil in the traditional

way of the Labuk. “Show me what this looks like, Tuan.” I hesitated. I fancied myself as a bit of an artist; however

a grass lawn is not all that easy to draw. “Listen” I said, “A grass lawn is flat and green.” 

I took the twig and depicted a single long blade of grass. He brightened. “Baik Tuan. You want me to plant

sugar cane?” “No.” “Maize?” “No.” “Rice?” I felt we were getting a bit warmer. “Yes, it's a bit like rice, but you

don't let it seed. You plant it, then you cut it down every week so that it spreads out along the ground.”
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Urut-Turut looked at us suspiciously, obviously suspecting

a leg-pull. “You are going to pay me to plant this crop and

then you will pay me to cut it down every week before it

gives any seeds?” “Yes," I said lamely. 

“So why do you bother to plant it in the first place Tuan?

And where do I find this strange weed? Never in my life

have I seen anything such as you describe.” But wait, he

thought that perhaps he might once have seen a green

patch something on the lines of what I was describing, on

a visit to the island of Klagan. Success!

Urut-Turut paddled off downstream, in the direction of

Klagan and reappeared late that afternoon. From the dug-

out he triumphantly lifted out seven one-foot square sods

of turf. "Is this what you were looking for Tuan?" he asked.

Next morning I showed him how to divide the sods into

small tufts and to dibble them into the earth, a few inches

apart. With the rich alluvial soil and the damp hothouse

climate of the equatorial jungle, the grass grew with

astonishing speed. It was not long before Urut-Turut was

spending a large part of each day cutting it down with a

sickle on the end of a pole – often with a wondering

glance or two in my direction.

We were not to know that this innocent sequence of

events was to give rise to a confrontation with the colonial

government – a confrontation which led to my first official

written exchanges with the Civil Administration – a

confrontation which became recorded in the pages of

North Borneo's history – a confrontation which I felt at

one time might require the intervention of the United

Nations. My first intimation of impending trouble was a

letter, which arrived by the government speed-boat from

the English D.O of Beluran. It was short and to the point:

Sir, It has been brought to our attention that one of your

employees has removed large quantities of turf from Klagan

Island without the permission of the local ADO. This high-

handed action on the par t of your company has caused

grave concern amongst the local natives and we shall be

obliged for your explanation by return. 

Yours etc.

This friendly note, being my first written communication

with the colonial authorities, necessitated the opening of

my first two files. These consisted of two large nails

knocked into a corner of the dining room, headed ‘To and

From Government Departments’.

I questioned Urut-Turut. To my horror he confirmed

that the D.O was absolutely correct. The best piece of

grass in Klagan was, he found, in the Government

compound, between the Court House and the School,

and he had therefore taken the seven sods in question

from there. He was astonished to learn that he should

have asked permission for removing these inedible

weeds. Since I had at the time, no office, and no

typewriter, I did not reply – contenting myself with the

thought that I would pop in to see the D.O the next

time I passed Beluran.

The D.O’s visit

The second letter to go on the nail in the wall was an

even more peremptory reminder some weeks later

from the D.O. He was disappointed that I had not so

far afforded him the courtesy of a reply. Klagan Island

had been, it seemed, vir tually stripped of vegetation by

Urut-Turut's ravages. The natives were, it appeared, in

a state of extreme unrest. In fact the D.O could no

longer answer for my continued safety in the area. I

translated this letter one evening to Kong Miew,
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Tumpeh, Ibrahim, and Rangga, who were sitting on my

veranda with glasses of beer in their hands. They

slapped their thighs and laughed till the tears ran down

their cheeks.

“I am in a state of extreme unrest,” said Tumpeh, getting

to his feet with his empty glass in his hand. I swiftly opened

another bottle of Tiger in case my safety was put even

more in jeopardy. “This is all caused by Matusin the ADO.

He has nothing better to do,” said Ibrahim. “He spends his

time sitting in Klagan writing letters to the D.O in Beluran

because he is afraid to come up river. Would you like me

to dispose of him Tuan?” he asked as an after-thought. I

assured him hastily that that would not be necessary.

Being better organised by this time, I was in a position to

send a written reply to the D.O. I apologised profusely. I

confessed that I had been in error; that my gardener had

indeed removed seven pieces of turf from the Government

compound on Klagan Island, by mistake. I mentioned

however that on my daily trips around the Labuk I had yet

to meet any native who showed any serious concern for

the seven sods in question. This elicited a personal visit from

the D.O. He arrived in the Government launch at my jetty

with a couple of armed policemen and with ADO Matusin

smirking in the background.

The D.O was very unfriendly. I thought perhaps I was

going to be arrested. He expressed his abhorrence of my

arbitrary action in stripping Klagan Island of its vegetation.

It was, he said, his task, as an official of the Crown, to

protect the local natives against such high-handed

behaviour. 

This behaviour was typical, he said, of a large multinational

company whose main aim in life was to exploit the local

population. He felt, he said finally, that I was treating this

whole matter with undue levity. I would be well advised,

he said, to take his warning seriously. The Labuk was an

area with a history of civil unrest and bloodshed. If I was

attacked and killed by an angry mob of natives, he would

not want it to be said that he had not warned me. 

After the D.O's departure, I was racked by contrition. By

this time the grass was growing thick and luxuriantly all

round our house. I called Urut-Turut and instructed him

to dig up seven sods of similar size to the original ones,

and replace them in Klagan in the exact spot. Urut-Turut

paddled off down stream, only to return several hours

later with the seven sods still in the padau. He had found

to his astonishment, he said, that the area had all grown

over with grass and he could not find the place he had

taken them from. A nice dilemma! 

I wrote to the D.O. telling him of our problem and asking

his further instructions. The seven replacement sods were,

I said, available for collection at my office by any colonial

official who might like to claim them.

Property transfer

By this time however, the matter had moved on to a

higher level. I now received my first written

communication from the Hon. Keith Wookey, Resident of

Sandakan. This was an extremely imposing document. It

was in the very large type-face reserved in colonial circles

for Governors and the Residents. It had the Colony’s coat-

of-arms in full colour at the top. It read:

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to a recent repor t from the

District Officer of the Labuk and Sugut, following a visit

to your property. In this, the District Officer reports that
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much concern has been expressed by the natives on

Klagan Island over the fact that one of your employees

claiming to be acting on your instructions removed a

large area of turf from the Government compound.  

The despoiling or defacing of Crown property is not a

matter which can be regarded lightly by the Colonial

Government. I request you to present yourself at my

office at the Residency at the earliest opportunity so

that we can decide on further action. 

Yours etc.

By the time I received the Resident's letter, the

transfer of the property had at last been legalised in

London, and I had been sent a copy of the original

land title. To my great delight, I found that when the

lease had been drawn up originally, in 1887, Klagan

Island did not exist. It was then a peninsula and was

within the boundary of the concession. The fact that

the river had since diverted, and had turned what had

been a peninsula into an island, did not alter the

indisputable fact that Klagan was on our property. 

I penned the final letter of the series with great care

and with immense pleasure. It was addressed to the

Resident – copied to the D.O. I pointed out that

Klagan Island was now the property of Pamol North

Borneo Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Unilever. 

It appeared that the colonial government and their

predecessors the Chartered Company had erected

several buildings on our property, without the

permission of the owners. I suggested that the illegal

buildings and the officials who occupied them should

all be removed at the earliest opportunity. We would

be requesting our legal representatives in London to

contact the Colonial Office on the question of

arrears of rent dating back to 1906 when the

government buildings were first erected. 

This letter elicited a swift visit to the property by the

Resident, with the D.O in attendance. They were

extremely cordial. The lease in question had been

checked and it seemed, the Resident chuckled, that

Klagan Island was indeed the legal property of our

company. He suggested however that a minor

problem of this nature could surely be straightened

out with a bit of goodwill on both sides. Perhaps the

Company might even consider excising the island in

question from its lease? 

With this new friendly approach, the business was

speedily concluded. It was mutually agreed that

ownership of Klagan would revert to the colonial

government. As compensation, a strip of jungle on our

northern boundary would be added to our lease. All

legal and survey costs would be paid by the

government. The Resident rejected, rather brusquely I

thought, my suggestion that, as a final inducement to

the Company for handing over this valuable piece of

real estate, the D.O should report to the Company's

office once a year to deliver a tithe of Seven

Ceremonial Sods.

The seven sods which Urut-Turut purloined

flourished mightily in their new home. The grass

eventually spread to cover the nine-hole golf course

on the estate. I sometimes think of Urut-Turut and

his seven sods, as I am lining up a putt.

Datuk Leslie Davidson

Author, East of Kinabalu

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

This is an edited chapter from the book published in 2007. The book

can be purchased from the Incorporated Society of Planters; email:

isphq@tm.net.my
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